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ABSTRACT

The clinical utility of the adeno-associated virus (AAV) gene delivery system has been validated by the regulatory approval of an AAV
serotype 1 (AAV1) vector for the treatment of lipoprotein lipase deficiency. However, neutralization from preexisting antibodies is
detrimental to AAV transduction efficiency. Hence, mapping of AAV antigenic sites and engineering of neutralization-escaping vectors
are important for improving clinical efficacy. We report the structures of four AAV-monoclonal antibody fragment complexes, AAV1-
ADK1a, AAV1-ADK1b, AAV5-ADK5a, and AAV5-ADK5b, determined by cryo-electron microscopy and image reconstruction to a
resolution of �11 to 12 Å. Pseudoatomic modeling mapped the ADK1a epitope to the protrusions surrounding the icosahedral 3-fold
axis and the ADK1b and ADK5a epitopes, which overlap, to the wall between depressions at the 2- and 5-fold axes (2/5-fold wall), and
the ADK5b epitope spans both the 5-fold axis-facing wall of the 3-fold protrusion and portions of the 2/5-fold wall of the capsid. Com-
bined with the six antigenic sites previously elucidated for different AAV serotypes through structural approaches, including AAV1
and AAV5, this study identified two common AAV epitopes: one on the 3-fold protrusions and one on the 2/5-fold wall. These epitopes
coincide with regions with the highest sequence and structure diversity between AAV serotypes and correspond to regions determining
receptor recognition and transduction phenotypes. Significantly, these locations overlap the two dominant epitopes reported for au-
tonomous parvoviruses. Thus, rather than the amino acid sequence alone, the antigenic sites of parvoviruses appear to be dictated by
structural features evolved to enable specific infectious functions.

IMPORTANCE

The adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) are promising vectors for in vivo therapeutic gene delivery, with more than 20 years of intense
research now realized in a number of successful human clinical trials that report therapeutic efficacy. However, a large percentage of
the population has preexisting AAV capsid antibodies and therefore must be excluded from clinical trials or vector readministration.
This report represents our continuing efforts to understand the antigenic structure of the AAVs, specifically, to obtain a picture of
“polyclonal” reactivity as is the situation in humans. It describes the structures of four AAV-antibody complexes determined by cryo-
electron microscopy and image reconstruction, increasing the number of mapped epitopes to four and three, respectively, for AAV1
and AAV5, two vectors currently in clinical trials. The results presented provide information essential for generating antigenic escape
vectors to overcome a critical challenge remaining in the optimization of this highly promising vector delivery system.

The adeno-associated viruses (AAVs), single-stranded DNA
packaging viruses belonging to the Parvoviridae family, are

promising vectors for gene delivery. There are over 100 AAV
genomic isolates, and 13 human and nonhuman serotypes have
been described (1). To date, no diseases have been associated with
AAV infections. Recombinant AAV (rAAV) vectors can package
foreign (nonviral) genes, transduce both dividing and nondivid-
ing cells, and induce long-term gene expression in nondividing
cells (2). In addition, AAV serotypes have different transduction
efficiencies for different tissues dictated by their capsid sequence
(1, 3). These properties make AAVs desirable vectors for thera-
peutic gene delivery.

The AAV gene delivery system has been successfully utilized in
several human clinical trials, including the treatment of hemo-
philia B with an rAAV8 vector expressing therapeutic levels of the
factor IX protein (4) and the restoration of vision in Leber’s con-
genital amaurosis patients with an rAAV2 vector encoding the
retinal pigment epithelium-specific 65-kDa protein (5–7). AAV1,

which displays better and quicker onset of transgene expression in
skeletal muscle than AAV2 (8, 9), has also been used for several
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clinical trials, including the treatment of antitrypsin deficiency
(10), lipoprotein lipase deficiency (11, 12), Pompe’s disease
(ClinicalTrials.gov registration no. NCT00976352), and muscular
dystrophy (13). Significantly, in 2012, the European Commission
approved an rAAV1 vector encoding lipoprotein lipase as a ther-
apy treatment for patients with this enzyme deficiency (12). This
approval represents the first realization of gene therapy as a viable
clinical treatment.

However, despite the above successes, several obstacles must
still be overcome to achieve full clinical efficacy in patient care and
treatment for the AAV vector system. One of the most important
of these is preexisting immunity. Serologic studies show that �40
to 70% of the human population has been exposed to AAVs (14–
17). Neutralization by preexisting antibodies decreases AAV
transduction efficiency, even at low antibody titers (18–20). For
this reason, individuals with evidence of preexisting AAV anti-
bodies were excluded from participation in a hemophilia B trial
with the rAAV8 vector (4). Thus, improvement of the AAV vector
system requires an understanding of how antibodies interact with
the AAV capsid.

The T�1 icosahedral capsid of the AAVs is assembled from
three overlapping viral proteins (VPs), VP1, VP2, and VP3, with a
common C-terminal region, in a reported ratio of 1:1:10, respec-
tively (21–26). Thus, the entire sequence of VP3 is contained
within VP2, the entire sequence of which is, in turn, contained
within VP1. The minor VP1 protein contains a unique N-terminal
region (VP1u). The capsid structures of AAV1 to AAV9 have been
determined by X-ray crystallography and/or cryo-electron mi-
croscopy (cryo-EM) and image reconstruction (cryo-reconstruc-
tion) (27–35; unpublished data). In all of these structures, only the
VP3 common region (�520 amino acids) is observed. The topol-
ogy of this VP region consists of a conserved alpha helix (�A), a
�A strand, and an eight-stranded antiparallel �-barrel (�B-�I)
domain with large interstrand loops. The �BIDG sheet lines the
interior of the capsid, and the interstrand loops between the
�-barrel form the exterior capsid surface topology. Loops between
the �-strand regions are named for their flanking strands; e.g., the
largest of the surface loops is that between the �G and �H strands
(GH loop), which consists of �230 amino acids. The surface fea-
tures of the capsids include a depression at the 2-fold axes, three
protrusions surrounding the 3-fold axes, a canyon surrounding a
cylindrical channel at the 5-fold axes, and a wall/plateau between
the depressions at the 2- and 5-fold axes (the 2/5-fold wall). Nine
common AAV variable regions (VRs), VR-I to VR-IX, have been
assigned at the apex of the large interstrand loops (28). These VRs
contribute to local capsid surface topological differences between
the AAV serotypes and contribute to their functional profiles, in-
cluding receptor attachment, tissue tropism, transduction effi-
ciency, and antigenic reactivity (9, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36–39).

The antigenically best-characterized AAV serotype is AAV2; it
has been analyzed by directed evolution, peptide scanning, pep-
tide insertion, and site-directed mutagenesis (40–43). Many of the
antigenic residues were mapped to the VRs forming the 2/5-fold
wall, i.e., VR-I, VR-III, and VR-IX, and the 3-fold protrusions, i.e.,
VR-IV, VR-V, and VR-VIII, although some residues were buried
in the capsid interior (44). More recently, cryo-reconstruction has
been used to visualize AAV2 antigenic epitopes for two neutraliz-
ing anticapsid monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), A20 (45) and
C37-B (36), as well as for antibodies against AAV1, AAV5, AAV6,
and AAV8 (36, 37). Significantly, these sites were also localized to

the 2/5-fold wall and 3-fold protrusions despite a sequence diver-
sity of �60 to 99% between the AAVs, suggesting a commonality
in antibody recognition sites. However, to generate an antigenic
profile that fully recapitulates the polyclonal response to these
viruses that exists in vivo, several MAb epitopes must be mapped
for all of the serotypes that are being considered for clinical appli-
cation.

In this study, the epitopes for four MAbs, two that neutralize
AAV1 (ADK1a and ADK1b), one that neutralizes AAV5 (ADK5b),
and one that is nonneutralizing against AAV5 (ADK5a), were
mapped by cryo-reconstruction. Their epitopes were localized to
the 3-fold protrusion (ADK1a) and the 2/5-fold wall (ADK1b and
ADK5a) and bridging the 3-fold protrusion and 2/5-fold wall
(ADK5b). These regions are close to or overlap epitopes previ-
ously reported for antibodies against AAV2, AAV6, and AAV8, as
well as two MAbs, 4E4 and 5H7, against AAV1, and MAb 3C5
against AAV5 (36, 37, 45). This study thus reaffirms the claim that
the AAVs have antigenic regions in common, and the results begin
to delineate the boundaries of the antigenic surface of the AAVs.
These regions have the highest sequence and structural variability
between the AAVs and are known to be receptor attachment and
transduction determinants. Their overlap indicates that structure,
rather than sequence alone, dictates host immune system reactiv-
ity. Significantly, equivalent regions of the capsid of autonomous
parvoviruses serve as dominant antigenic epitopes and are also

FIG 1 Neutralization by ADK antibodies. Shown are percentages of cellular
GFP expression after rAAV1-GFP or rAAV5-GFP infection following prein-
cubation with serial dilutions of ADK1a/1b and ADK4 (A) and ADK5a/5b (B).
All of the data were normalized to the control, which was virus infection in the
absence of antibody incubation. The data are average values of three replicates.
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involved in similar capsid functions. These observations thus high-
light a commonality in the development of the host humoral re-
sponse against the parvovirus capsid, evolved to abrogate specific in-
fectious functions. A combination of these visualized epitopes with
information on functional regions of the capsid can help guide the
genetic engineering of rAAV vectors that can evade antibody neutral-
ization while retaining the parental tropism properties.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture. HEK293T (293T) and COS cells were maintained in Dul-
becco modified Eagle medium supplement with 10% heat-inactivated fetal
calf serum and a 1� antibiotic-antimycotic mixture (100 U/ml penicillin, 100
�g/ml streptomycin, and 250 ng/ml amphotericin B [Fungizone], diluted
from 100� Antibiotic-Antimycotic [Gibco]) to prevent bacterial and fungal
contamination. Cultures were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2.

Vector production. Purified rAAV1-green fluorescent protein (GFP)
(UF11) vectors were kindly provided by Sanford L. Boye (Department of
Ophthalmology, University of Florida College of Medicine, Gainesville,
FL). The pTRUF11 gene was packaged into AAV1 capsids under the con-
trol of the synthetic chicken �-actin (CBA) promoter to express GFP as
previously described (46). The rAAVl-GFP vectors were purified by iodix-
anol step gradients and a HiTrap Q column as previously described (47),
and titers were determined by quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) with
primers specific for the CBA promoter.

rAAV5-GFP vectors expressing nucleus-localized GFP were produced
as previously described (48). Briefly, 293T cells were triply transfected
with three plasmids: pAAV5-NLS-GFP (under the control of the cyto-
megalovirus [CMV] promoter), pAAV5 RepCap, and the adenovirus
(Ad) helper 449B (49). rAAV5-GFP vectors were purified by CsCl gradi-

ent centrifugation. DNase-resistant genome copy numbers were deter-
mined by qPCR with the TaqMan system (Applied Biosystems) and
primer probes specific to the CMV promoter.

Neutralization assay. For the AAV1 antibodies, 293T cells were
seeded into 96-well plates at 1.0 � 104 to 3.0 � 104/well and incubated at
37°C for 24 h to achieve 70% confluence. rAAV1-GFP vectors, preincu-
bated with different dilutions of hybridoma supernatants (1 to 1/1,000) of
ADK1a, ADK1b, and ADK4 (negative control) at 37°C for 1 h, were then
used to infect the cells at a ratio of 10,000 genome-containing vector
particles per target cell (multiplicity of infection [MOI] � 10,000). Ad
serotype 5, at an MOI of 1, was used as a helper during infection. Cells
were harvested 48 h postinfection and resuspended in filtered 1�
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 137 mM NaCl, 12 mM phosphate, 2.7
mM KCl, pH 7.4) for assessment of GFP expression by flow cytometry
(FACSCalibur; BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA).

For the AAV5 antibodies, COS cells were seeded at a density of 5 �
103/well into 96-well plates 24 h prior to infection with 2 � 107 rAAV5-
GFP vectors preincubated with serial dilutions (1/25 to 1/3,200) of ADK5a
and ADK5b in medium for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were incubated
at 37°C for 1 h and then washed with medium. At 24 h postinfection, cells
were analyzed for GFP expression by flow cytometry (BD FACSArray
bioanalyzer).

AAV VLP production and purification. AAV1 and AAV5 virus-like
particles (VLPs) were expressed by using a recombinant baculovirus-Sf9
expression system and purified as previously reported (50, 51). VLPs ex-
tracted from the 20 to 25% sucrose fraction were dialyzed overnight
against 1� PBS with gentle stirring at 4°C. The VLP concentrations were
determined by using readings of optical density at 280 nm and an extinc-
tion coefficient of 1.7 (for calculation of concentrations in mg/ml). The

FIG 2 AAV-Fab fragment complex structures determined by cryo-reconstruction. Shown are shaded surface representations of the AAV1-ADK1a (A), AAV1-
ADK1b (B), AAV5-ADKa (C), and AAV5-ADK5b (D) complex structures, viewed along the 2-fold axis. The resolutions of the structures are 11, 11, 11, and 12
Å, respectively. The AAV capsid densities are purple (A, B) and dark gray (C, D), and the Fab fragment densities are light gray.
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purity and integrity of purified VLPs were monitored by SDS-PAGE and
negative-stain EM, respectively.

MAb purification and Fab fragment generation. Hybridoma cell su-
pernatants for the ADK1a, ADK1b, ADK5a, and ADK5b MAbs were pro-
duced as previously reported (52). Intact IgGs were purified from the
supernatants by Hi Trap protein G HP columns (GE Healthcare) with
glycine-HCl, pH 2.7, as the elution buffer into 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, to
achieve a neutral final pH. Purified IgGs were buffer exchanged into 20
mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0)–10 mM EDTA. Fragment antigen-bind-
ing (Fab) fragments were generated by incubating the IgG samples with
activated immobilized papain (Pierce) at the manufacturer-recom-
mended enzyme/substrate ratio of 1:160 (vol/vol) at 37°C for 12 h. The
digested samples were loaded onto a Hi Trap protein A column (GE
Healthcare) to separate undigested IgG and the Fc (fragment, crystalliz-
able) fragment from the Fab fragment, which is collected as the flow-
through. Purified Fab fragments were buffer exchanged into PBS and
concentrated for virus capsid-Fab fragment complexing.

Virus capsid-Fab fragment complex preparation. VLPs were mixed
with Fab fragments at a ratio of one Fab fragment molecule per potential
VP-binding site on the capsid (Fab fragment/VLP molar ratio of �60:1)
for the ADK1a, ADK1b, and ADK5b complexes and at a ratio of two Fab
fragment molecules per potential VP binding site for ADK5a. Complexes
were incubated at 4°C for 1 h. Prior to sample vitrification for cryo-EM
imaging, the complexes were examined by negative-stain EM to monitor
capsid integrity and successful Fab fragment decoration.

Cryo-EM data collection. Quantifoil (Quantifoil Micro Tools GmbH,
Germany) or C-Flats (CF-2/2-4c-50; Protochips, Inc.) holey carbon grids
were glow discharged in a Pelco easiGlow unit for 1 min prior to use.
Three-microliter samples of the virus-Fab fragment complexes were
loaded onto glow-discharged grids and vitrified by a manual plunge freez-
ing device (AAV1-ADK1a) or a Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI) (AAV1-ADK1b,
AAV5-ADK5a, and AAV5-ADK5b). The frozen grids were transferred
into liquid nitrogen and then into FEI transmission EM cryo-sample
holders. The data for the AAV1-ADK1a complex were collected with an
FEI Sphera electron microscope operated at 200 kV at a magnification
of �50,000 with a 1.5- to 2.75-�m underfocus range under low-dose
conditions (�24 to 28 electrons/Å2) and on films. The films (42 in total)
were scanned with a Nikon Super Coolscan 8000ED at a scan step size of
6.35 �m/pixel, giving a final image step size of 1.27 Å/pixel. The AAV1-
ADK1b, AAV5-ADK5a, and AAV5-ADK5b complex data were collected
with an FEI Tecnai TF20 electron microscope operated at 200 kV at a
magnification of �67,050 with a 1.5- to 3-�m defocus range and under
low-dose conditions (�20 electrons/Å2) and on a charge-coupled device
(CCD). Forty-nine, 75, and 82 images, respectively, were recorded on a
Gatan UltraScan 4000 CCD camera at a step size of 2.24 Å/pixel for these
complexes.

Cryo-EM image reconstruction. For the AAV1-ADK1a data set, the
RobEM software package (http://cryoEM.ucsd.edu/programs.shtm) was
used to extract individual particle images from the micrographs. Prepro-
cessing of the selected images and estimation of the defocus levels were
done as previously described (53). A random-model computation proce-
dure (54) was used to generate an initial model at a resolution of �30-Å
from 150 particle images. This map was then used to initiate full orienta-
tion and origin determination and refinement of the entire set of images
by using the current version of Auto3DEM (55). Corrections to compen-
sate for the effects of phase reversals in the contrast transfer functions of
the images were performed as previously described (56, 57), but ampli-
tude corrections were not applied. The resolution of the final recon-
structed structure, which utilized 1,271 particle images, was estimated to
be �11 Å on the basis of a conservative Fourier shell correlation (FSC)
threshold of 0.5 (58). For the AAV1-ADK1b, AAV5-ADK5a, and AAV5-
ADK5b data sets, the structures were determined as described for the
AAV1-ADK1a complex by using AUTO3DEM and/or the EMAN2 soft-
ware package (59) from particles reboxed from the same micrographs.
This process was carried out to enable comparison of the structures from

two independent software packages. The resolution estimate for the final
reconstruction was comparable at �11 Å (FSC, 0.5) from 1,057 particle
images for AAV1-ADK1b. For the AAV5 complexes, the values were �11
Å from 2,728 particle images for AAV5-ADK5a and �12 Å from 685

FIG 3 Pseudoatomic models of AAV-Fab fragment complex structures. Elec-
tron densities are shown as a gray mesh for the AAV1-ADK1a (A, B), AAV1-
ADK1b (C, D), AAV5-ADKa (E, F), and AAV5-ADK5b (G, H) complex struc-
tures. The docked Fab fragment models are yellow, green, hot pink, and teal,
respectively; the capsid contact residues (interface, AAV1 in purple blue and
AAV5 in black) are shown in a stick representation. Panels B, D, F, and H are
close-up views of the interface in panels A, C, E, and G, respectively.
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particle images for AAV5-ADK5b. The final density maps for the four
complexes were compared to the AAV1 and AAV5 crystal structures (Re-
search Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank
[PDB] no. 3NG9 and 3NTT) to confirm their absolute handedness.
Graphical representations of the reconstruction maps were generated by
the Chimera software package (60).

Density map interpretation: pseudoatomic model fitting, difference
map calculations, and prediction of antigenic epitopes. The 60-mer VP
capsid coordinates of the crystal structures of AAV1 and AAV5 (generated
by icosahedral matrix multiplication using the Viperdb online server at
http://viperdb.scripps.edu/) (61) were fitted by rigid-body rotation and
translation into the respective cryo-reconstructed density maps of their
AAV-Fab fragment complexes by using the “Fit in map” function in Chi-
mera (60). Difference maps generated in Chimera, which subtracted the
model map of the fitted AAV1 and AAV5 60-mer structures from the
corresponding scaled AAV-Fab fragment cryo-reconstructed density
map, were used to interpret the Fab fragment density. A generic Fab frag-
ment structure (PDB no. 2FBJ) (62) was fitted into the positive difference
maps, again by using the “Fit in map” function in Chimera as previous
described (36). A generic Fab fragment structure was used because the
sequence information for the four antibodies is not available. The corre-
lation coefficients of a model map generated for the pseudoatomic coor-
dinates of the AAV capsids fully decorated with Fab fragments (i.e., 60
copies) with the respective reconstructed density maps were 0.91 for

AAV1-ADK1a, 0.96 for AAV1-ADK1b, 0.93 for AAV5-ADK5a, and 0.91
for AAV5-ADK5b. The coordinates of the fitted complexes were further
examined in the COOT (63) and PyMol (http://www.pymol.org/; The
PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, version 1.5.0.4; Schrödinger, LLC)
programs to visualize the AAV-Fab fragment interfacing amino acid res-
idues and capsid surface area occluded by the bound Fab fragment (the
footprint). The Fab fragment-occluded residues were defined as the sur-
face residues on the AAV capsid delineated by the Fab fragment density
map. The area of this occluded region was determined on the basis of
distances between “boundary atoms” measured in the COOT program
and the shape of the footprint. These coordinates were also analyzed in the
PDBePISA online software package (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/prot
_int/) (64) to predict the interfacing (buried surface area [BSA]) and
contact residues, defined here as the potential epitopes.

RESULTS
Neutralization. The production and AAV1 and AAV5 capsid
binding properties of the ADK1a, ADK1b, ADK5a, and ADK5b
antibodies have been reported previously (52), but their abilities
to neutralize infection by their respective serotypes were un-
known. Thus, prior to mapping their footprints, we investigated
their abilities to neutralize infection with rAAV-GFP vectors. For
the AAV1 studies, the ADK4 MAb directed against the AAV4 cap-

TABLE 1 Contact site and footprint residues for ADk1a/1b and ADK5a/5b on the AAV1 and AAV5
capsids, respectivelya

a *, the residues in the VRs are underlined; #, those involved in AAV1 transduction or AAV5 receptor binding are bold and
italicized.
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sid, which does not cross-react with AAV1 (52), was used as a
negative control. Both the ADK1a and ADK1b antibodies were
neutralizing, while in the presence of the nonspecific ADK4, the
cellular GFP expression was relatively the same at all of the anti-
body ratios tested (Fig. 1A). For AAV5, the two antibodies dis-
played a difference in the ability to neutralize infection. ADK5b
neutralized �50% of the transduction in COS cells by a dilution of
1/800, while ADK5a failed to neutralize 50% of the transduction at
all of the dilutions tested (Fig. 1B).

The three-dimensional (3D) cryo-reconstructed AAV1-Fab
fragment complex structures. The AAV1-ADK1a complex struc-
ture was determined to �11Å (Fig. 2A). Fab fragment densities
were observed at the tip of each 3-fold protrusion bound at an
estimated �45° angle relative to the capsid surface. For the AAV1-
ADK1b complex, the structure was also determined to �11 Å by
utilizing both EMAN2 and Auto3DEM (Fig. 2B). The resulting
density maps from the two reconstruction programs were similar,

consistent with their comparable resolution. The Fab fragment
densities, projecting radially out from the capsid surface, were
localized to the edge of the 2/5-wall, extending toward the 5-fold
axes. Five Fab fragment molecules thus surround each 5-fold axis,
with the 3-fold protrusion left exposed (Fig. 2B).

The 3D cryo-reconstructed AAV5-Fab fragment complex
structures. The AAV5-ADK5a complex structure was determined
to a resolution of �11 Å (Fig. 2C). The Fab fragment densities
were located around the 5-fold axis, in the canyon close to the
2/5-fold wall with the 3-fold protrusions exposed. The AAV5-
ADK5b complex structure was determined to a resolution of �12
Å (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, the ADK5b binding site was very similar
to that of ADK5a with the Fab fragment density also located
around the 5-fold axis, occluding residues on the 2/5-fold wall, but
had a footprint that extended to the outside wall of the 3-fold
protrusion facing the 5-fold axis (Fig. 2D). For both of the AAV5
Fab fragment structures, the antibody density projects radially

FIG 4 ADK antibody footprints on AAV capsids. Shown are capsid surface contact sites and footprint residues for ADK1a (A), ADK1b (B), ADK5a (C), and
ADK5b (D) on their respective capsids on a stereographic roadmap projection viewed down a 2-fold axis (93). Residues are labeled. The surface area occluded
by ADK1a is yellow (D) and includes the contact residues (predicted epitope) in orange. The surface area occluded by ADK1b is light green (B) and includes the
contact residues (predicted epitope) in dark green. The surface area occluded by ADK5a is salmon (C) and includes the contact residues (predicted epitope) in
hot pink. The surface area occluded by ADK5b is light teal (D) and includes the contact residues (predicted epitope) in teal. The boundary of each residue is black.
The black triangle depicts the capsid asymmetric unit bounded by a 5-fold axis (filled pentagon) and two 3-fold axes (filled triangle) intercepted by a 2-fold axis
(filled oval).
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outward from the capsid surface but adopts slightly different ori-
entations (Fig. 2C and D). Neither Fab fragment structure made
contact with amino acids on the side of the 3-fold protrusions
facing the 3-fold axis (Fig. 2C and D).

Pseudoatomic models of the AAV-ADK1a/1b complexes
predict potential neutralizing epitopes. The pseudoatomic mod-
els of the AAV1-ADK1a and AAV-ADK1b complex structures
were constructed by fitting the atomic models of AAV1 (residues
217 to 736 ordered in the crystal structure [50; unpublished data])
and a generic Fab fragment (62) into their respective cryo-recon-
structed density maps (Fig. 3A to D). Analysis of the AAV1-Fab
fragment interfaces, using the pseudoatomic models in PDBePISA,
enabled the prediction of the potential epitopes for ADK1a and
ADK1b on the AAV1 capsid surface (Table 1; Fig. 4A, orange, and B,
dark green). In the AAV1-ADK1a complex, residues 448, 450, and
453 to 457 (AAV1 VP1 numbering) from the reference VP monomer
and residue 500 from a 3-fold symmetry-related monomer were pre-
dicted to contact the Fab fragment molecule. Since the ADK1a Fab
fragment binds on the tip of the 3-fold protrusion, the size of the
contact area, which is the BSA between the interfacing atoms in the
AAV1-ADK1a complex, was relatively small at �260 Å2. By visual
inspection of the capsid-Fab fragment complex density map using the
COOT and PyMol programs, the list of capsid surface residues oc-
cluded by the Fab fragment was more extensive, and the footprint
increased to �450 Å2 (Table 1; Fig. 4A, orange and yellow, and 5).
The Fab fragment binding site predicted for ADK1b was broader than
that predicted for the ADK1a, with a contact area of �490 Å2. The
predicted epitope for ADK1b contains residues 256, 258, 259, 261,
263 to 266, 272, 385, and 586 from the reference VP monomer and
547, 709, 710, 716 to 718, 720, and 722 from the 5-fold symmetry-
related neighboring monomer (Table 1; Fig. 4B, dark green). Again,
the Fab fragment footprint was more extensive, at �560 Å2. Residues
within the footprint overlap for both Fab fragments (Table 1; Fig. 4A
and B and 6A and B).

The two predicted epitopes are within the VRs previously de-
fined for the AAVs. For ADK1a, residues 450 and 453 to 457 are
located in VR-IV (Table 1), which forms the apex of the 3-fold
protrusion, and residue 500 is located in VR-V immediately adja-
cent to VR-IV and forms the middle of this protrusion (Table 1).
The epitope for ADK1b contains residues 261 and 263 to 266 in

VR-I, residue 385 in VR-III, residue 547 in VR-VII, and residues
709 and 710 in VR-IX (Table 1). These residues are located on the
2-/5-fold wall.

Pseudoatomic models of the AAV5-ADK5a/5b complexes
predict potential epitopes with overlap between neutralizing
and nonneutralizing interactions. The PDB structure of AAV5
(27) and a generic Fab fragment structure (62) were fitted into the
cryo-reconstructed density maps of AAV5-ADK5a and AAV5-
ADK5b to build the pseudoatomic models of the complexes (Fig.
3E to H). Interface analysis in PDBePISA and interactive visual
inspection in COOT and PyMol showed a large footprint for the
ADK5a Fab fragment on the AAV5 capsid surface and a contact
area of �1,000 Å2. The potential epitope for this Fab fragment
includes residues 244, 246, 248, 249 to 256, 263, 377, 378, 536 to
539, 653, 654, and 656 from the reference VP monomer; 532, 533,
535, 538, 540 to 543, 546, 697, 698, and 704 to 710 from a 5-fold
symmetry-related VP monomer; and 453 and 456 from a 3-fold
symmetry-related VP monomer (Table 1; Fig. 4C, hot pink).
There are numerous residues occluded by ADK5a binding, cover-
ing a footprint of �1,300 Å2 (Table 1; Fig. 4C, hot pink and
salmon). The contact area for ADK5b is smaller than that for
ADK5a, at �465 Å2, and also contained residues from three VP
monomers: 319, 530 to 535, 540 to 546, 697, 704, 706, and 708 to
710 from the reference VP monomer; 248 and 316 to 318 from the
5-fold symmetry-related VP monomer; and residue 443 from the
3-fold symmetry-related VP monomer (Table 1; Fig. 4D, dark
teal). The ADK5b footprint is �960 Å2 (Fig. 4D, dark teal and
light-teal). Although ADK5b has a smaller footprint than ADK5a,
the binding sites for the two Fab fragments overlap and share
epitope residues, including 248, 532, 533, 535, 540, 541 to 543,
546, 697, 704, 706, 708, 709, and 710. Both Fab fragments oc-
cluded a large portion of the AAV5 capsid surface (Table 1; Fig. 4C
and D and 7A and B), as observed for the previously reported 3C5
antibody (36).

As for the AAV1-ADK1 complex structures, the predicted
ADK5a and ADK5b epitopes contain residues in the AAV VRs
(Table 1). For ADK5a, contact site residues 250 to 263 are in VR-I;
377 and 378 are in VR-III; 453 and 456 are in VR-IV; 532, 533, 535
to 543, and 546 are in VR-VII; and 697, 698, and 704 to 710 are in
VR-IX. The epitope also includes residues 653, 654, and 656 lo-

FIG 5 Identification of occluded residues. The AAV5-ADK5a complex structure is used to demonstrate the residue selection in the Fab fragment “occluded”
footprint capsid surface area. (A) The density map of one Fab fragment (blue mesh) in the AAV5-ADK5a complex is shown on the left with the fitted Fab fragment
structure (in magenta) on top of the AAV5 capsid (trimer in gray surface). The Fab fragment footprint is hot pink and salmon. The hot pink regions are the
predicted contact sites (epitope), while the salmon regions are not in contact with the fitted model but form part of the Fab fragment footprint. (B) Side view of
the image in panel A showing the ADK5a footprint. The Fab fragment density has been removed for clarity.
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cated in the HI loop, which is on the canyon around the 5-fold
axis. The epitope for ADK5b contains residues 316 to 319 in VR-II
on the DE loop, which form the channel at the 5-fold axis; 443 in
VR-IV; 530 to 535, 540 to 543, 545, and 546 in VR-VII; and 697,
704, 706, and 708 to 710 in VR-IX. Compared to the contact sites
for ADK1a, which is on the peak of the 3-fold protrusion, both
ADK5a and ADK5b bind in the 2/5-fold wall region, which is
constituted by VR-I, VR-III, VR-IX, and part of VR-VII, similar to
the binding site of ADK1b (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

An understanding of antigenic structure, especially information
on capsid epitopes for both neutralizing and nonneutralizing an-
tibodies, is important for the development of gene vector delivery
systems. Toward this end, it is important that a complete “picture”
of polyclonal reactivity be obtained since this represents the re-
sponse of humans exposed to viruses. For the AAVs, previous
studies have begun the task of accumulating this information by
utilizing several approaches, including cryo-reconstruction, to
map Fab fragment footprints onto capsid surfaces (44). However,
only one or two capsid-Fab fragment structures are available for
each AAV serotype studied. Here we expand this knowledge for
AAV1 and AAV5, two promising therapeutic gene delivery vec-
tors, with the goal of providing a more comprehensive view of
their polyclonal antibody reactivity.

The mapped ADK1a and ADK1b epitopes, along with those for
4E4 and 5H7 (36), double the number of MAb footprints charac-
terized for AAV1 to four (Fig. 6A to C). The mapped ADK1a
epitope, at the 3-fold protrusion, overlaps the epitope for 4E4 at
residues 456 and 457 (Table 2; Fig. 6C, orange). The 4E4 epitope
overlaps residues 494 and 496 to 498 of the epitope for 5H7 (Table
2; Fig. 6C, purple). Thus, the epitopes for 4E4, 5H7, and ADK1a
are tightly clustered (Fig. 6C, 4E4 [red], 5H7 [blue], ADK1a [yel-
low], common in 4E4 and ADK1a [orange], and common in 4E4
and 5H7 [purple]). The epitope for ADK1b, which binds on the
2/5-fold wall, does not overlap the predicted 4E4, 5H7, and
ADK1a epitope residues; its occluded footprint overlaps 4E4 and
ADK1a (Tables 1 and 3; Fig. 6B, dark gray and apple green, respec-
tively).

The ADK1a and ADK1b antibodies both neutralize AAV1 in-
fection in vitro. However, the neutralization mechanisms for these
antibodies are not known. The overlap of the ADK1a epitope with
those for 4E4 and 5H7 (Tables 2 and 3) also suggests that it may act
by blocking cellular receptor attachment/cell surface binding, as
previously reported for these two MAbs (65). Competition for
receptor attachment has also been reported as the mechanism of
neutralization for other anti-AAV antibodies. For example,
C37-B, a MAb against AAV2, which binds to the top of the 3-fold
protrusions (36, 42), has a footprint that overlaps residues impor-
tant for AAV2’s recognition of its heparan sulfate proteoglycan

FIG 6 A “polyclonal” footprint for AAV1. (A) The AAV1-Fab fragment cryo-
reconstruction densities for the 4E4, 5H7, ADK1a, and ADK1b complexes with
the capsid in light gray and the Fab fragment densities in red, blue, yellow, and
green, respectively. (B) The occluded binding regions for the four

anti-AAV1 antibodies 4E4, 5H7, ADK1a, and ADK1b are red, blue, yellow, and
green, respectively. Regions of overlap between 4E4 and 5H7 are purple, those
between 4E4 and ADK1a are orange, those between 4E4 and ADK1b are gray,
and those between 5H7 and ADK1a are teal, and the regions shared by ADK1a
and ADK1b are apple green. The occluded-area overlaps among 4E4, 5H7, and
ADK1a are black. (C) Stereographic roadmap projection of the epitopes (con-
tact residues) for 4E4, 5H7, ADK1a, and ADK1b, which are red, blue, yellow,
and green, respectively, on the AAV1 capsid surface. The overlap regions are
colored as in panel B. Residue labels and boundary definitions are as in Fig. 4.
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receptor (66–70). However, a similar attachment site does not
equate to a similar neutralization mechanism. For example, the
ADK8 MAb against AAV8, which binds in the capsid region
equivalent to C37-B (Table 2), does not neutralize receptor at-
tachment but rather acts at a step after cellular/prenuclear entry
(37).

The ADK1b binding site overlaps that of the A20 MAb, which
specifically recognizes and neutralizes AAV2 at a step after nuclear
entry without inhibiting cellular attachment (42). Although the
exact capsid function being abrogated by A20 is unknown, overlap
of its footprint with a transduction “dead zone” described for
AAV2 and the negative effect of mutations of its epitope residues
on tissue transduction efficiency suggest a block of an essential
interaction(s) (38, 71–73). While the AAV1 infection step neutral-
ized by ADK1b remains to be elucidated, its contact site includes
residues 263, 265, 709, and 717, which have been reported to affect
muscle tropism and transduction efficiency (71). Significantly,
residues 263 and 265 are also included in the occluded ADK1a
footprint (Table 1; Fig. 4A, yellow). These observations support a
neutralization mechanism that inhibits transduction for both an-
tibodies, although ADK1a may be acting at an entry step while
ADK1b has a postentry effect.

The ADK5a and ADK5b complex structures, along with that of
AAV5-3C5 (36), increased the number of mapped antigenic foot-
prints to three for AAV5. The 3C5 Fab fragment was reported to
have two sites of contact with the AAV5 capsid surface, site A close to
the 3-fold protrusions and site B on the 2/5-fold wall (36). The latter
site was proposed to involve the complementarity determining re-
gion (CDR), and hence the “true” footprint, while site A was pro-
posed to be mediated by the constant region but still indicates a Fab
fragment contact site. The footprints of all three antibodies are similar
and occlude a significant portion of the capsid surface but do not
contact residues at the 3-fold axis, i.e., the center of the 3-fold protru-
sions (Fig. 7A to C). All three epitopes contain overlapping residues
532, 533, 535, 704, 706, and 708 on the 2/5-fold wall (Fig. 7C, dark
gray). Interestingly, in a pairwise comparison of the footprints, the
3C5 epitope shares more residues with ADK5a (246, 254, 255, 256,
536, 537, 538, 653, 654, 705, and 707) than with ADK5b (530 and
534) (Table 2; Fig. 7C, orange and purple, respectively). The residues
shared in the occluded footprint by these AAV5 antibodies are more
extensive (Fig. 7B; Tables 1 and 3).

All three AAV5 MAbs have overlapping epitopes, yet only
ADK5b is neutralizing. It has been shown that AAV5 can utilize
sialic acid (SIA) as a receptor to infect cells (74–76), and two SIA
binding sites, A and B, have been described (77). The A site is at the
center of the 3-fold axis and includes residues 569, 570, 571, and
583 to 587; the B site is located under the HI loop close to the
5-fold axis and includes residues 277, 279, 280, 350 to 354, 359,
361 to 363, 533, and 650 to 652. There is no overlap between the
AAV5 antigenic epitopes, which have no residues at the center of
the 3-fold axis, and the A site. However, AAV5 residues in the B

FIG 7 A “polyclonal” footprint for AAV5. (A) The AAV5-Fab fragment cryo-
reconstruction densities for the 3C5, ADK5a, and ADK5b complexes with the
capsid in light gray and the Fab fragment densities in yellow, salmon, and teal,
respectively. (B) The occluded binding regions for three anti-AAV5 antibodies,

3C5, ADK5a, and ADK5b, which are yellow, salmon, and teal, respectively.
Regions of overlap between 3C5 and ADK5a are orange, those between 3C5
and ADK5b are in cyan green, and those between ADK5a and ADK5b are
purple. The occluded-area overlaps among 3C5, ADK5a, and ADK5a are dark
gray. (C) Stereographic roadmap projection of the epitopes (contact residues)
for 3C5, ADK5a, and ADK5b, which are yellow, salmon, and teal, respectively,
on the AAV5 capsid surface. The overlap regions are colored as in panel B.
Residue labels and boundary definitions are as in Fig. 4.
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site affecting transduction in an SIA-independent manner overlap
residues occluded by the ADK5a, ADK5b, and 3C5 footprints.
All three footprints occlude residues 359 and 533, and the
ADK5a and ADK5b footprints occlude residues 650 and 651,
while ADK5a alone occludes 279 and 350 and ADK5b alone
occludes residues 361 and 362. Since ADK5a/3C5 and ADK5b
are nonneutralizing and neutralizing, respectively, the indica-
tion is that the SIA interactions mediated by residues 361 and
362 are prevented by ADK5b in its neutralization mechanism.
Since this is not the primary SIA binding interaction for AAV5,
it is possible that interaction with a sialylated coreceptor, such
as the platelet-derived growth factor receptor (78, 79), is com-
peted for by ADK5b binding. However, it is also possible that
neutralization by ADK5b is due to the occlusion of residues on

the wall of the 3-fold protrusion facing the 5-fold axis and/or
the DE loop forming the 5-fold cylinder, which are unique
to the epitope for this MAb. Significantly, the SIA A site has
been implicated in SIA-dependent cellular transduction (77,
80). It is possible that the binding of ADK5b to the outer wall of
protrusions has an effect on this function.

The mapped AAV5 antibody epitopes show that binding
footprint commonality does not equate to having a neutraliz-
ing phenotype. The predicted epitopes for nonneutralizing
MAbs 3C5 (site B) and ADK5a overlap the footprints for neu-
tralizing MAbs A20 against AAV2 and ADK1b against AAV1.
Intriguingly, as already stated above, the footprints for the
AAV5 antibodies overlap but also have differences. Thus, the
ADK5a and 3C5 footprints define regions of the AAV5 capsid

TABLE 2 Commonality in anti-AAV antibody epitopesa

Amino
acid

AAV1 AAV2 AAV5
AAV8
ADK84E4 5H7 ADK1a ADK1b A20 C37B 3C5 ADK5a ADK5b

458 N T
493 K S
494 T T A
495 D D
496 N N N
497 N N N R
498 N N N A
499 S S V
500 N S
588 S S N
589 T R T
254 N N
256 L Q Q
258 K K R R
259 Q E
261 S S K
262 S S
263 A G
264 S S
268 G G
385 S S E
386 Q Q N
546 Q Q
547 S P P P
548 N N N
549 E G G G
550 G T T
551 T T
552 T T
553 Y Y
554 L L
557 K N N
665 V V
666 P P
709 A V Q Q Q
710 N F
716 D D D D
717 N S S
718 N N T T T
719 G G
720 L E
721 Y Y
722 T R R
a Epitope residue numbers are based on AAV1 VP1; serotype-specific epitope residue types are shown.
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that are not essential for transduction, while the nonoverlap-
ping residues within the ADK5b footprint delineate a capsid
surface that is important for infection.

The wealth of antigenic structures now available for the AAVs,
10 (AAV1-4E4, AAV1/6-5H7, AAV1-ADK1a, AAV1-ADK1b,
AAV2-A20, AAV2-C37B, AAV5-3C5, AAV5-ADK5a, AAV5-
ADK5b, and AAV8-ADK8) (36, 37, 45) including the 4 reported
here, facilitates the identification of the specific epitope residue
positions that are most common for these viruses. The AAV-Fab
fragment complex structures have been determined for viruses
that span the spectrum of AAV sequence identity (�60 to 99%)
and structural similarity (�80 to 90%) for the 13 human and
nonhuman primate serotypes representing the more than 150
genomic sequences available. Thus, information on specific com-
mon epitope residues should identify the antigenic regions com-
mon to all AAVs. A superposition of the VP3 structures for the
respective AAV serotypes identified the capsid residues shared by
3-fold protrusion and the 2-/5-fold wall binding MAbs (Table 2).
Each epitope residue overlapped at least one from another anti-
body directed at the same AAV or a different serotype. This resi-
due level comparison identified two common antigenic regions
on the AAV capsid surface: one on the 3-fold protrusions and the

other on the 2/5-fold wall (Fig. 8A, C, and E). In the previous
epitope mapping studies that used cryo-reconstruction, 5/6
epitopes identified were localized to the 3-fold protrusions (4E4,
5H7, C37-B, 3C5 [site A], and ADK8) and only two were localized
to the 2/5-fold wall (A20 and 3C5 (site B). The present study
identified three additional 2/5-fold wall epitopes (ADK1a,
ADK5a, and ADK5b), which enabled the confident delineation of
the two common antigenic regions of the AAV capsid. This study
thus defines AAV capsid surface “hot spots” for the engineering of
antibody neutralization escape variants.

Significantly, with the exception of the AAV1 ADK1 MAbs,
which cross-react with closely related AAV6 (52), MAb 3C5
(against AAV5), which is weakly cross-reactive with AAV1 (65),
and MAb A20, which cross-reacts with AAV3 (42), the AAV MAbs
display mostly serotype-specific reactivity yet bind to equivalent
capsid regions. In addition, the MAbs binding to similar sites ab-
rogate different cellular functions for different serotypes, for ex-
ample, receptor attachment for C37-B against AAV2 and an event
that occurs after cellular/prenuclear entry for ADK8 against
AAV8. These observations indicate that while commonalities in
the antigenic structure of the AAVs exist, the capsid functions
inhibited are serotype specific. This may be a reflection of sero-

TABLE 3 Contact site and footprint residues for 4E4 and 5H7 on the AAV1 capsid and 3C5 on the AAV5
capsida

a *, the residues in the VRs are underlined; #, bold and italicized numbers are residues involved in AAV1 transduction or AAV5
receptor binding.
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type-specific interactions that differ between their multifunc-
tional capsids.

The two common antigenic regions described for the AAVs are
reminiscent of the two dominant epitopes proposed to occur on
the surface of canine parvovirus (CPV) and feline panleukopenia
virus (FPV), pathogenic members of the family Parvoviridae in-
fecting dogs and cats, respectively. For these two viruses, mu-
tagenesis, cell-based assays, and cryo-reconstruction for nine cap-
sid-Fab fragment complexes defined two regions, the mounds at
the 3-fold axis (site A) and the 2/5-fold wall (site B) (Fig. 8B, D,
and F), as being antigenically dominant (81–85). These regions
also play a role in host range evolution and receptor attachment.
Significantly, the binding sites for different MAbs against other

pathogenic autonomous parvoviruses, including Aleutian mink
disease parvovirus (ADV), human parvovirus B19, and minute
virus of mice (MVM), determined either by mutagenesis or cryo-
reconstruction, also localize to these two capsid regions (86–89).
The capsid sequences of the AAVs and these pathogenic parvovi-
rus family members are highly divergent. For example, AAV1
shares only 20, 29, 20, 20, and 21% sequence identity, respectively,
with ADV, B19, CPV, FPV, and MVM. Yet the above observations
highlight a commonality in antigenic structure. The VP structures
of these viruses share high similarity in topology, with 62, 50, 60,
67, and 71%, respectively, of their VP C� positions superposable
with the AAV1 VP C� positions. The capsid surfaces of these
viruses also have features in common, including depressions at the

FIG 8 The common parvovirus epitopes. (A and B) The AAV1 and CPV structures, respectively. The images are radially depth cued (colored from 110 to 130
Å) to visualize the capsid surface features, including the 5-fold channels, 3-fold protrusions, 2/5-fold wall, and 2-fold depressions. Panels C and E and panels D
and F are capsid surface images and stereographic roadmap projections for AAV1 and CPV, respectively, showing the equivalent epitopes for the AAVs and
CPV/FPV. In panels C and E, the epitope positions shared by three or four AAV serotypes are red and blue and those shared by two serotypes are pink and marine.
In panels D and F, CPV/FPV epitopes identified by mutagenesis are red/blue (81) and those identified by cryo-reconstruction are red/blue and pink/marine (83).
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2-fold axis and surrounding a cylindrical channel at the 5-fold
axis. A difference is observed at the 2-/5-fold wall and the 3-fold
axis. The AAVs, ADV, and B19 have three separate protrusions
surrounding the 3-fold axis, while CPV, FPV, and MVM have a
single protrusion (24, 25). As was previously stated for the AAVs,
the amino acids located at the 2-/5-fold wall and the 3-fold axis are
also the most divergent among these viruses. Thus, the observa-
tion of similar antigenic “hot spots” on the capsid surfaces of the
AAVs and the pathogenic viruses implies that the driving force for
antigenic reactivity to members of the family Parvoviridae is the
structural features on the capsid surfaces and not the characteris-
tics of epitope amino acids.

In summary, the available epitope information for different
AAV serotypes has begun to delineate the boundary of their com-
mon antigenic structure. Capsid residues controlling receptor at-
tachment and transduction efficiency are also known for several
AAV serotypes (90–92). In the four antigenic structures reported,
several of the predicted epitope and occluded residues (Table 1)
are close to or overlap residues controlling these functions. This is
consistent with the ability of these MAbs to neutralize infection.
Thus, a combination of information on AAV antigenic structures
and functional regions can help create a platform for the rational
engineering of second-generation rAAV vectors designed to evade
the preexisting immune response directed against the capsid while
retaining required infectious functions.
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